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Little Skippers
(Learn to Skip)

One of the most important series as this introduces skipping to little skippers, SEND skippers
and anyone who may struggle to start skipping. Starting on the basics we steadily and simply
build the foundations that build good skippers. Including short rope how to's and basics of long
rope skipping too.

✔   ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Challenge
This series is based around the basics of skipping so a great place to start. Challenges take
skippers from Bronze level, through Silver and onto Gold as they progress and become more
proficient. Great for building stamina too!

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Trick
Once you have the basics this series will guide you through the process of learning some
skipping tricks. With Bronze, Silver and Gold levels as you build your skills.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Reverse
Another progression once you have mastered basic skipping. This is skipping backwards, firstly
learn how to backward skip and then work through the Bronze, Silver and Gold levels as you
progress.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Long Rope
Long rope skipping is a team activity with you guessed it a long rope! Starting with the basics,
building to games and then a challenge for your school or class. Become proficient at turning
the rope as well as single skipping and then with more people.

✔   ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Double Dutch

Mastered the long rope? Then why not add a second one! Double Dutch is amazing fun and done
right is a great skill for everyone! Learn how to turn safely and effectively and how to get people
started. We also show you basic and more advanced techniques - plus throw in a challenge or
two.

✔   ✔ ✔ ✔ 

10 Second
Skips

10 second skips are a great resource to bring some energy to the classroom or playground with
or WITHOUT a rope!

✔   ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Team Skip

As it would suggest this is all about skipping as a team. Inclusive, progress based and aiming to
ensure anyone in the team can have a role, this series suggests teams of 8 compete to better
their score or go head-to-head with other teams. 6 individual challenges (with varied difficulty)
and a team challenge … plus skill substitutions if you need to make the challenges a little easier
to maximise inclusion.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Skipping for
Fitness

Guidance on how to transfer the skills of skipping can help people either back into sport or
support their fitness for their sport. This series comes with a guidance sheet to help link your
sport to a set of skipping activities to build the different aspects and qualities your sport needs.

✔    
UK
S2

✔ 

Winter
Warmers

This series originally released in the winter is perfect to get pupils moving, active and warm. The
main series focus is on transitions. Allowing people to develop your ongoing skipping by
switching between skills. With Bronze, Silver and Gold levels.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Max Trick
Series

The Trick Skip Max takes your skipping skills to a new level. This is not an easy series, it is
progressional, with Bronze, Silver and Gold levels allowing participants to improve and develop
as they go. This series is all about patience, hard work and pushing the limits of your skipping.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 


